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 yes, i know that. but that is not about the driver or the other way around. that is about a very specific issue. mbeierl: The
i386/ppc package supports both. The amd64 and the powerpc package support only amd64. elias_a: yes, that is what I'm saying.

The powerpc/ppc package is broken. elias_a: I believe the reason why the i386/ppc package can work is that, the hardware is
natively supported, and just needs a different driver. The amd64 has not such native support. mbeierl: Yes, the same can be said
about x86/x64. elias_a: so in the end, the issue is not with the iso, but with the package. it is likely to have something to do with
the packaging, and a bug in it. mbeierl: When I had to have to do with the arch packages in past, I have never encountered such

problem. -t elias_a: and so can be said of me. We have never encountered a problem, but only one case where it appears to
work, and one case where it breaks. What is causing the issue? mbeierl: I am not sure. However, I can try to create a

minimalistic instance of Ubuntu and confirm. elias_a: sounds like a plan. elias_a: if you do so, you will want to use minimal or
server, no gui. and make sure you get the packages that match the architecture (e.g. amd64 for an amd64 computer) mbeierl:

The exact error is: Apr 8 09:13:57 ubuntu ubiquity[2462]: ubiquity: ERROR: Connection failed, exiting... Reason: Connection
failed: Connection refused elias_a: that's not good. elias_a: 82157476af
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